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TATSU NISHINO AND NISHINO
In the United States, ethnic cuisines generally ﬁt into convenient and simplistic
categories. Mexican food is one monolithic cuisine, as is Chinese, Italian, and of course
Japanese. Every Japanese restaurant serves miso soup, various tempura items, teriyaki,
sushi, etc. The fact that Japanese cuisine is multi-faceted (as are most cuisines) and quite
diverse doesn’t generally come through to the public—the American homogenization
machine reduces an entire culture’s culinary contributions to a simple formula that can
ﬁt on one menu.
Typically, in their native cultures, restaurants specialize. In Japan there are tempura,
sushi, soba restaurants. There are even restaurants focusing exclusively on Katsu—a
type of deep-fried pork cutlet. Each focuses on what they do best. Why in America
are we populated with Japanese restaurants instead of tempura restaurants and soba
restaurants? I suppose we do have plenty of sushi places, but even then, the sushi is the
iconic representation of the rest of the menu, which still is expected to provide the
gamut of Japanese food.
The choice for someone re-creating an ethnic cuisine in America is difﬁcult. You want
to specialize and create deep quality in a particular branch of your cuisine, but you
risk people not understanding why they would want an entire restaurant dedicated to
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buckwheat noodles. Or you can generalize and try and do a survey of your cuisine, serving all the traditional and recognizable dishes in a format that the diner could ﬁnd at any
one of a thousand restaurants.
Or there is a third choice. Blend simplicity with specialization. Embrace both worlds.
If American food culture wants a broad survey, ﬁne, give it to them. If American
culture wants things they recognize, ﬁne, give it to them. If you embrace the openness and
experimentation of American culture, but stay grounded in the fact that the depth of
your food is based on hundreds of years of tradition, then possibly you can ﬁnd a way to
balance all those things and create something special. That’s Nishino.

Although he has fond memories of eating and helping out in the kitchen growing up,
food really did not play a central role in Tatsu’s life. In fact, soccer was his ﬁrst love.
Tatsu was a very serious soccer player, and hoped to be a professional someday.
But a non-trivial injury ended his dreams of playing soccer and he started to wonder what he might do with his life. This was the ﬁrst time a signiﬁcant health crisis
changed Tatsu’s direction in life. Food only entered the picture indirectly—Tatsu chatted with an alumnus of his high school who had traveled the world as a chef
on various ships. This same former student had also played soccer, but it was cooking that let him travel the world–all the way to Europe. By 1980, Tatsu was ﬁnishing
high school at the age of 18, and he’d still never eaten sushi in a restaurant. After all,
sushi is expensive.
Unlike his friends, who were going on to college to get a general
education, Tatsu not only wanted to travel, but he wanted to learn a
skill—something he could do with his hands. It’s ironic that an injury
that stopped him from being an athlete sent him in the direction of
a vocation as physical as being a chef. He jokes that his back is still
“his weakness.”

By 1980, Tatsu was ﬁnishing
high school at the age of 18,
and he’d still never eaten sushi in
a restaurant. After all, sushi
is expensive.

∞
A few years ago I moved to Seattle. The ﬁrst thing I did was look for the best Japanese
restaurant (and then I really meant sushi place) that I could ﬁnd. I had my favorite from
the Bay area where I had moved from, and I needed a new one. After eating around
town, I ﬁnally ended up at Nishino. Several people had told me to go there. They weren’t
very descriptive—they all used the word “wonderful.”

Tatsu told his parents about his plans. They were surprised, as they expected him to go
to college and follow in the traditional mold. He was expected to join a company out of
college and dedicate his entire life to it, working his way up the corporate ladder, and
putting ungodly hours into his job. And although Tatsu’s parents didn’t really understand
his choice, (nobody in their family had ever been in the restaurant business) they were
supportive. Given Tatsu’s determination, they likely knew they didn’t have much of a
choice. He wanted a skill, and he wanted to start working. Cooking school was only one
year, and college was four.

On entering the restaurant, I knew something was different. The
place was packed. It was bright. It was reﬁned but modern. It neither
had the austerity of a hardcore Japanese restaurant, nor the shallow
veneer of a “modern” Japanese venue. There was quiet conﬁdence,
Japanese sensibility and authenticity, coupled with an excitement
that you were about to experience something new. I would soon
ﬁnd that the food mirrored the environment to a tee.

After graduation, Tatsu began attending the largest Japanese cooking school in Japan
Nihon Chorishi Gakko (Japanese Culinary School) in nearby Osaka. The coursework
was a good experience. Tatsu is quick to point out that it’s not like going to the Culinary
Institute of America and immediately getting a job as a sous chef in a restaurant. Upon

There was quiet conﬁdence, Japanese
sensibility and authenticity, coupled
with an excitement that you were
about to experience something new.

∞
Tatsu Nishino was born in Kyoto, Japan on January 9th, 1962. His ﬁrst food memory was
of fried rice. On weekends, his mother used to make fried rice for lunch. He was eight
years old and would help chop the vegetables. His was a relatively traditional home—
Tatsu’s mother did all the cooking.
Tatsu describes his mother as a very good cook. Each new year in Japan a traditional
soup is made for the occasion. In Japan, each region had their own traditional soup.
Tatsu’s mother made theirs–Ozouni. Ozouni is a mochi soup. The mochi, a dry sticky
rice dough, is pounded ﬂat and cut into discs. The discs are put in a chicken soup. This
was Tatsu’s absolute favorite.
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graduation, Tatsu could expect to get a job washing dishes, apprenticing, and almost interminably slowly working his way up the chain. Tatsu found work early through a friend
at Tan Taka back in Kyoto.
Tatsu was living at home with his parents, commuting to Osaka for 40 minutes each
way by train ﬁve days a week. Six days a week he was washing dishes at the nearby
Tan Taka restaurant. On Monday, his “day off,” the restaurant was closed and Tatsu went
to school. But the rest of the weekdays he was working from 5pm to midnight at the
restaurant. On weekends, he worked all day each day at Tan Taka. The restaurant
also had a catering business, so when Tatsu wasn’t washing dishes, he also got to
deliver food.
Tan Taka was a “Kappou” style restaurant with eight seats and an open counter like a
sushi bar, but with no sushi. “Kappou” means like a bistro in that it has a more limited
menu, but the food is still high-end, very expensive ﬁne food. The food was done Kai
Seki style and a la carte dishes were offered as well.
Tatsu was tired, but he was young and on an adventure. He was getting paid ¥40,000
($400) a month. After he ﬁnished school, when he started working “full-time,” he got
a raise to ¥50,000 a month. Mondays were still off. And through all of it he was simply
happy to have a job. The style of food didn’t even matter. Tatsu knew he had lucked out.
His peers from school were getting jobs, but at restaurants that weren’t necessarily as
popular. Tan Taka was a well-known restaurant and is still popular today.
For four years Tatsu worked for Mr. Mitsukawa, Tan Taka’s owner. And while he washed
dishes and delivered, he did get to cook once in a while–cleaning ﬁsh, cooking tempura,
and making ﬁllets—as long as he ﬁnished all the dishwashing. Only in his fourth year did
a new junior apprentice arrive and take over the dishwashing duties. But even in all that
time at Tan Taka, Tatsu never cooked vegetables, made a sauce, or made sashimi. After
all, he wasn’t allowed to touch the house knife.

In today’s restaurants, cooks
bring their own blades to
work—the tools of the trade.

In today’s restaurants, cooks bring their own blades to work—the
tools of the trade. In Japan at the time, restaurants had a “house
knife.” This was the knife that everyone used. Tatsu had six more
years to go until he was even allowed to touch Tan Taka’s house knife.
He never did.

Tatsu couldn’t stop thinking about the reason he became a chef in the ﬁrst place. He
wanted to see the world. And until this point he’d only even traveled as far as Tokyo twice in his life. He knew it was time to leave Mr. Mitsukawa and Tan Taka. Mr.
Mitsukawa was disappointed. It was generally understood that apprentices would stay
for at least ten years. Although Tatsu was enjoying himself, he knew he had to go. He
ﬁgured if it didn’t work out, he could always come back to Japan and re-start his career.
He went back to his cooking school for help with job placement.
Through the cooking school he met Takagi-san. He was opening a restaurant in Santa
Monica, California. After some letters and a face-to-face meeting in a hotel lobby in
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Osaka, young Tatsu was on his way to the United States. His parents were disappointed
that he was going so far away, but again they knew that once he’d made up his mind,
the decision was pretty much made. Tatsu says that they knew he was “stubborn.” He
promised that he would come back to Japan after three years to decide what he was
really going to do with his life.

Tatsu learned quite a bit from Matsuhisa. Matsuhisa was doing lots of cooking, and Tatsu
saw his approach to the food. Tatsu had never used ingredients like olive oil, garlic, and
chili. Matsuhisa had quite a bit of Peruvian inﬂuences in his cooking. It was not just the
treatment of food that inﬂuenced Tatsu, but the care with which guests were treated
was a big inﬂuence on him as well.

Tatsu boarded a plane for Los Angeles. It was his ﬁrst time out of Japan, his ﬁrst time on
an airplane. He’d never had a passport before. He called his new boss from a payphone
at LAX to pick him up. Tatsu spoke no English. He was 23 years old.

Aside from all the education, Tatsu had Matsuhisa to thank for introducing something
else into his life—Eri Saito. Saito started working at Matsuhisa in 1989 doing everything
that could be done in the front of the house–hostess, server, cashier, etc. They married
in in 1990. Tatsu’s family came from Japan to celebrate. They had resigned themselves to
Tatsu’s new life in America. By this time Tatsu had worked himself into the position of
“second-in-command” at Matsuhisa. He was essentially the sous chef, in charge while Matushisa was out of town. The restaurant had just expanded, and things were crazy busy.
Tatsu’s career was going strong, but soon he came down with what he thought was a
simple cold.

When Tatsu arrived, Takagi-san was in the process of opening Ike Ichi. Tatsu helped put
the ﬁnishing touches on the restaurant, helping with painting and other tasks, and was
on hand for the opening. As he spoke no English, he worked in the kitchen for the ﬁrst
six months. But as his language skills grew, he moved out to the sushi counter. It was
Takagi-san who taught him how to make sushi. Six months versus ten years. The cultural
differences between the U.S. and Japan, even in Japanese restaurants, were striking for
Tatsu. They made a deep impression.
During his time there he also started exploring new food. His favorite was Italian. He
liked Chinese and Korean food as well. This too was a whole new world for him. Ike
Ichi and the American diversity and lifestyle in general were more relaxed than back in
Japan. It had more “freedom, more space.” And when it came to cooking, people were
more accepting of different techniques. If he had tried something different while cooking
in Kyoto, people would simply not accept it as “it just wasn’t done.” But in the United
States, if it tasted good, people liked it. This suited Tatsu.
After he got his green card, it was time for Tatsu to resume his travels. He quit the
restaurant and traveled cross-country in the U.S. for two months with a friend who was
moving from LA to Baltimore. He remembers it as one of the most fun times of his life.
And while he only spent a couple of days there, Seattle made its mark on him as well.
Tatsu knew he wasn’t going back to Japan, but he had no job in Los Angeles.
Back “home” in L.A., Tatsu went to eat with a friend at now famous Nobu Matsuhisa’s
ﬁrst restaurant, Matsuhisa. The restaurant had only been open for six months. The friend
knew Matsuhisa personally. As they walked in the door Matsuhisa recognized Tatsu immediately. He had eaten several times at Ike Ichi and remembered Tatsu as the sushi chef.
Tatsu only knew him as a regular customer as well as a nice guy, but didn’t know just
who he was.
Matsuhisa said “What are you doing?”
Tatsu said “Nothing right now.”
The next day Matsuhisa called and offered Tatsu a job. As Matsuhisa’s fame grew (that
of both the restaurant and the chef) the restaurant became really busy. Tatsu worked
there for the next ﬁve years.
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In fact, it wasn’t just a cold. Tatsu got an infection that brought with it pneumonia,
surgery, and 2 weeks in the intensive care unit out of a total of 6 weeks in the hospital.
The entire ordeal left him drained and tired. On Matsuhisa’s recommendation Tatsu
came back to work to “get back on the horse” as it were. Tatsu returned to work at the
restaurant three months after he’d originally t aken ill.
Tatsu worked for another eight months at Matsuhisa. Between
the riots, the earthquakes, and the ﬁres, it seemed like Los Angeles had lost its shine. Tatsu was still remembering how much
he liked Seattle when he had stopped there on the return leg
of his cross-country trip. Tatsu and Eri decided to go visit for
the weekend. They liked what they saw. After a month’s visit
to Japan to visit family, Tatsu and Eri moved to Seattle.
Through a mutual friend they were introduced to Scott
and Laurie Oki. Scott was a recently retired Microsoft executive who loved eating at Matsuhisa when he visited Los Angeles. Over a dinner of Italian food, the
Okis and the Nishinos hit it off. Scott offered to help Tatsu with opening a restaurant. On October 26, 1995, Nishino, the restaurant, opened in Madison Park, an
upscale Seattle neighborhood on the shores of Lake Washington.
Things started off slowly. There was good initial media coverage due to the combination
of a former Matsuhisa chef and a former Microsoft exec opening a restaurant. But things
took a while to get into gear nonetheless. Small portions of reﬁned and modern Japanese
food, made from high quality ingredients, with upscale prices, was not something many
people in Seattle understood. Local papers felt that what might be appropriate for Beverly Hills was not appropriate for Madison Park. Tatsu said that people were expecting
American Japanese fast-food style bento boxes for lunch. For the ﬁrst year Tatsu and
Eri were open for dinner seven nights a week and lunch ﬁve days a week, and things still
weren’t picking up. Little by little, however, the reviews and the customers came around.
And people started to understand the answer to the following question.
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How do you bring innovation and excitement to a cuisine that is grounded in centuries of
tradition? How do you experiment but stay authentic? First and foremost you must have
depth, understanding, and conﬁdence in the core of the cuisine. You must know in your
heart not only what the root ﬂavors and textures are, but also understand the abstract
value system of the food. And ﬁnally, and maybe most importantly, you have to have a
vision. A vision of what works, what excites, what tastes good. If you have the depth
and the authenticity, but no opinion, you’re technically perfect, but you have no soul. Patience and commitment are key when you have a vision. After the ﬁrst year they started
getting steady customers, and after the third year things started to get busy. By this
point, Nishino was a name associated with quality. The food.

White Salmon Carpaccio. Sunomono – Japanese Vinegar Salad with Octopus. Albacore Tuna Tartare with Ginger Salsa. Spicy Clam Mushroom Miso Soup with Garlic
Butter. Ika Sugatayaki – Flame-Broiled Squid with Soy Garlic Extra Virgin Olive Oil.
Baby Bok Choy with Ginger Garlic Sauce. Curry Seared Halibut Cheek on Sautéed
Swiss Chard and Mushroom with Cilantro Aioli. Tara Saikoyaki – Broiled Black Cod
with Miso Sauce. Baked Dungeness Crab with Creamy Spicy Sauce.
And don’t forget the sushi. The enjoyment that comes from the simplicity of a perfectly
done piece of tamago ngiri sushi is a staple. Beautiful jewel-like pieces of ﬁsh in inﬁnite
combination with vinegared rice and seaweed go by in a blur. And then Tatsu and his
crew push the envelope—gently but ﬁrmly. Kampachi Temari-zushi with Shiso Leaf and
Ume Sesame Seeds. Egg Crepe “Nori” with Asparagus Crab Shrimp Salmon and Tobiko.
Kabocha Tempura Maki Roll with Lemongrass Granny Smith Apple Chili Sauce. Mango,
Crab, and Cilantro Maki Roll. Spicy Tuna Maki with Maguro Slabs and Dots of Creamy
Spicy Sauce. A Salmon, Hamachi, Tuna and Chili Sauce, with Avocado Tempura, Yamagobo, Cucumber, Kaiware and Tobiko.
Even beyond the core framework of integrating American openness into high quality
authentic Japanese food, for Tatsu Nishino food is about contrast. He always thinks
about meals in terms of contrasts in ﬂavor, temperature, and texture, and loves giving
people little surprises. The warm, smooth, buttery foie gras in one course, and the spicy,
tangy citrus chili combination of the usuzukuri in another. A scoop of ice cream with
red bean paste injected into its center is tempura battered and deep fried (and drizzled
with Green Tea Crème Anglaise). Smooth and crispy. Freezing cold and piping hot. The
contrasts keep you interested, excited, and happy. The seasonal high quality ingredients,
in the case of this menu – Fuyu persimmons, uni, and Matsutake mushrooms – keep you
connected to the core values of Japanese food. The core values Tatsu learned growing
up. The essence and beauty of the cuisine.
And even with all the focus on food and quality, the environment at Nishino is still
warm and inviting. Eating there is like eating with family. Tatsu and Eri Nishino make
you feel at home. Trust and comfort. Trust them to take care of you. Trust them to do
what’s best.
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Omakase is Japanese for “leave it to me.” It’s Autumn in the Paciﬁc northwest and Tatsu’s quiet
conﬁdence, warm heart, open-mindedness, and Japanese roots are his tools for making you a,
well, wonderful, meal. Leave it to him.

INTRODUCTION
When I cook for customers and friends, I really want them to be
comfortable as well as enjoy the food. I also want to give them a little
surprise with each dish. It’s fun to see their faces register the surprise
and watch them have fun with it. It’s why I like this job. And particularly
when I’m making an omakase meal I really want to have each dish contrast in their mouths so their tastebuds don’t get tired. Sometimes you
go out and eat a prix ﬁxe meal and similar tastes keep coming out of the
kitchen. It’s not really enjoyable. I try to do the best that I can.
Since it’s Autumn I’m trying to do something seasonal with mushrooms,
persimmons, and oysters. I particularly enjoy the foie gras dish even
though it’s not seasonal. It’s an ingredient I really like. The tuna, the foie
gras, and the mushroom work really well together. I also really like the
Matsutake Dobinmushi. It’s a very Japanese dish and very Autumn. In
Japan these mushrooms are expensive and hard to get. Typically we’ll eat
them once a year around September or October in a Dobinmushi. Many
people have different ways to prepare this dish. I just wanted to prepare
it simply with mushroom, ﬁsh, and dashi. No shrimp. No chicken. You
just enjoy the mushroom and the various ﬂavors.
I was born in Kyoto and lived there until I came to the United States.
Kyoto is a very traditional place. The restaurant where I worked was
very traditional. The master of the restaurant had worked in this one
place for 20 years when I arrived. No olive oil. No garlic. And deﬁnitely
no foie gras. I truly enjoyed working there, but more and more I would
think of ways we could do things differently. I kept yearning to be more
creative. Then I started working in the United States and my eyes were
opened very wide. Mexican, French, and even Japanese restaurants can
use different ingredients and techniques. People like it, and they accept
it. When I lived in Kyoto if people tried to do something different the
reaction was, “that’s not the way to cook, period.” After I started working at Matsuhisa I started to learn a more wide open philosophy. But
you still have to have basic skills and a basic idea of what Japanese food
is. Only then can you add your own creativity. But don’t add too much.
If you add too many things to one dish you won’t be able to taste the
original ﬂavor anymore. You have to understand what the basic taste
of the dish is supposed to be. Then you can add a little twist, or a new
ﬂavor. I really like to do that.

Chef Tatsu Nishino
Nishino, Seattle, Washington

Oyster, Salmon, Scallop Appetizer
How do you start a nine course meal? How do you introduce someone’s palate to a
survey of Japanese food across two continents and multiple centuries? You do it with a
plate of three tiny bites. Three tastes. The scallop’s job is to reset your taste buds.
Creamy, bitter, salty, and smooth all ﬂy by your tongue at a thousand miles an hour.
Anything else you might have been tasting is now ofﬁcially gone. Next up is the oyster.
A sizable Kumamoto oyster. It’s slick, like a silky bite of ocean. The salmon and cucumber roll is crunchy, tiny, and juicy. You’ve never had anything like it. It’s sort of sweet
like a bite of an exotic fruit you’ve never tasted. And now you know that while the evening will be grounded in a strong culinary tradition, you won’t get stuck in any one place.
Now you’re hungry.
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OYSTER, SALMON, SCALLOP APPETIZER
x minutes preparation, x minutes cooking time, serves 4

SPECIAL INGREDIENTS & EQUIPMENT
Kumamoto Oysters
Oscietra caviar
Belgian endive
Furusato rice vinegar
kombu
white miso paste
commercial grade cooking sake
Aji-Mirin mirin
Mitsukan rice vinegar
scallop
sour cream
fresh wasabi
english cucumber
Sockeye Salmon
Shiso leaf
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Kumamoto Oyster with Ponzu Granita
Ponzu Granita
•
•
•
•

Tips:
Use washcloth to wipe dust off the konbu.
Massage lemons, to get more juice.
Put half in the fridge to make the granita

½ cup Yamasa regular soy sauce
1 cup Furusato rice vinegar (could substitute with Mitsukan)
¼ cup fresh squeezed lemon juice
3 inch square piece of wide konbu

The Ponzu Sherbet needs to be made at least 6 hours before this dish is served as it needs to
spend time in the freezer. But it can be made up to a week in advance. Can be served right out
of the freezer after sitting for only 5 minutes.
Take all the ingredients above and mix in a bowl together. Put in a sealed container and keep in
refrigerator for 24 hours. Remove the konbu and move the mixture still in its sealed container
into the freezer. It is helpful to pick a container that is shallow and ﬂat so that you get the most
surface area to scrape the ice from after it’s frozen. Otherwise it can be difﬁcult to scrape.

Sumiso Sauce
•
•
•
•
•

½ cup shinshu white miso paste
¼ cup granulated white sugar
4 tablespoons regular ﬁltered commercial grade cooking sake
2 tablespoons Aji-Mirin mirin
1 tablespoon of Mitsukan rice vinegar

Mix the sauce ingredients in a saucepan and cook on medium heat for 5 minutes bringing it just to the point of a
boil. Stir frequently while cooking as it can burn easily. The
goal in applying heat is to get the mixture to mix nicely and
to evaporate some of the alcohol. Let it sit for 15 minutes
to get the mixture to room temperature. At the restaurant
they call this the Sweet Miso Base. They use it for a variety
of things including marinating black cod. They can also add
ingredients and make it into a salad dressing. Its ﬂavor on
its own is intense, sweet and savory mixed together.
In a separate bowl take 3 tablespoons from the miso mixture above (after it’s cooled) and mix with 1 tablespoon of
the rice vinegar and mix well with a spoon.
The sauce can be made up to a week ahead and will keep
in a covered container in the refrigerator.

Scallop Tartare with Wasabi Cream
•
•
•
•
•

1 big scallop or 2 smaller scallops
2-3 chive stalks
Kosher salt
2 tablespoons of sour cream
½ teaspoon of ground fresh wasabi

Using a sharp knife remove the muscle from the scallop. Chop scallops into a half-inch dice and put
into a bowl. Add a pinch of salt and the ﬁnely chopped chive to taste. Set aside. In a separate bowl,
mix the ground wasabi and the sour cream. You will spoon a little of the cream mixture on top of the
scallop later.

CAPTION
Corem velit velese dolor in hent
alit sisim autatuer exero duisl
lamconse dunt et

Salmon Cucumber Rolls with Sumiso Sauce
•
•
•
•
•

1 english cucumber
2 ounces of Sockeye Salmon
1 Shiso leaf
1/3 medium-size clove of garlic
1 green onion

This next dish is basically a maki roll with cucumber used instead of nori to keep the ingredients together.
The ﬁrst challenge is to take an english cucumber and using a large knife “peel” the meat of the cucumber
so it creates a 3 inch by 5 inch sheet. This is what you will wrap your roll in. The “sheet” needs to be cut
as thin as possible without it falling apart.You don’t want it to taste like a cucumber “chunk” surrounding
the contents.
Cutting this sheet of “cucumber paper” with a large knife can take six months or more to master. The
basic technique involves using a very large, very sharp knife. Place the cucumber lengthwise in the palm
of your non-cutting hand, and lay the knife lengthwise against the cucumber. Both your thumbs should be
resting such that half of your thumb pad feels the blade and half feels the cucumber. As you slowly rock
the knife back and forth edging it into the cucumber, the placement of your thumbs will give you a sense
of the thickness of the “paper.” As much as you want it to be thin, it’s even more important to make sure
the thickness is consistent. Be careful, given that your thumbs are resting on the sharp edge of the blade,
they could be easily mistaken for cucumber.
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Slice the sockeye salmon into traditional ngiri sushi pieces (1 inch by 2 to 2.5 inches) but thinner (about
an eighth of an inch).You should end up with four pieces.
Slice 1/3 of a garlic clove into paper thin slices.You should end up with 4 slices.
Chop the green onion into super thin slices. They should be paper-like.
Lay the cucumber “paper” out so it’s facing you vertically. Lay the Salmon out ﬂat so it covers the bottom
two thirds of the cucumber. Using a sharp knife remove the spine from the shiso leaf. You’ll end up with
two shiso leaf halves. Lay the shiso leaf on top of the salmon. Place the garlic evenly on top of the shiso.
Sprinkle the green onion on top of the ﬁsh.
Using your ﬁngers, starting at the end of the cucumber that’s closest to you (and has the ingredients laid
out on top) roll the bottom of the cucumber forward gently. As you roll slowly keep the roll tight checking with your ﬁngers on the far side of the roll where the cucumber is touching the ﬁsh, garlic, shiso, onion
combo until you get it rolled all the way to the end of the cucumber sheet. If done properly the ﬁlling
should help the cucumber stick so by the time you’ve ﬁnished rolling you have one coherent roll. Don’t
worry if a little bit of the ingredients stick out on either end.
Carefully, and using a very sharp knife, slice the roll into 4 even ¾ inch slices.
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Kumamoto Oyster

• 4 Kumamoto Oysters

Insert an oyster knife into the “hinge” of the oyster and twist gently and pry until the top of the shell
comes up a little bit. Then you cut the muscle so the top of the shell comes off. Then gently using the
blade scrape the muscle underneath the oyster that attaches it to the bottom of the shell until the oyster
comes off. Place the oyster back in the bottom half of the shell.

On the right side of the dish place a piece of Belgian endive. Spoon ¼ of the scallop mixture into the
center of the endive. Place a small dollop of the wasabi cream onto the mound of scallop. And then spoon
a small pile (1/4 teaspoon) of the caviar on top of the cream.

To Complete
•
2 tablespoons of kosher salt
•
½ teaspoon of water
•
4 cross-section slices of lemon (perfectly round)
•
4 pieces of Belgian endive
•
1 teaspoon of Oscietra caviar

Get a rectangular plate and lay it horizontally in front of you.
Mix the salt and water at the last minute.You will be using the salt as a foundation to hold the oyster shell,
so you want to get it to a semi-ﬁrm consistency so that when an oyster is placed atop a small mound of
it, it will stay in place.

Put teaspoon of the salt mixture in the center of the plate and place the oyster in its shell on top of the
salt. Spoon ½ teaspoon of the Ponzu Granita on top of the oyster. Do this last so the Granita doesn’t
have time to melt.
Serve immediately.
On the left side of the plate place the lemon slice ﬂat and place one of the salmon cucumber roll slices in
the center of the lemon. Place a 1/2 teaspoon of sumiso sauce on a portion of the surface of the roll with
some dripping down the side onto the lemon slice and the plate. Don’t drown the roll.
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Kampachi Usuzukuri
Citrus and sushi. Punctuated with the
slow burn of the pink peppercorns.
As strong as the ﬂavors are they don’t
overwhelm. They’re a sharp accent to
the smooth and solid kampachi ﬂavor.
The paper-thin kampachi is so delicate
but the ﬂavor is super present.
You eat it very very slowly.
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KAMPACHI USUZUKURI

x minutes preparation, x minutes cooking time, serves 4

SPECIAL INGREDIENTS & EQUIPMENT
konbu
daikon
yuzu koshu paste
kampachi
pink peppercorns
kiaware

Ponzu

• ½ cup Yamasa regular soy sauce
• 1 cup Furusato rice vinegar
(could substitute with Mitsukan)
• ¼ cup fresh squeezed lemon juice
• 1-inch long of 3 inch wide konbu
(dried kelp)

This ponzu is the same ponzu you used to
make the Ponzu Granita to put on the oyster. Feel free to take 4 tablespoons from
that mixture before freezing rather than
having to make another batch. Take all the
ingredients above mix in a bowl together. Put
in a sealed container and keep in refrigerator
for 24 hours.

Accompaniment

• Enough daikon radish
to grate 2 tablespoons
• ¼ teaspoon Yuzu Kosho paste
• 2 tablespoons of ponzu

Grate the daikon using the ﬁnest grater you
have. Super-ﬁne grating. Grating the daikon
in circles makes it come out ﬁner. Take the
daikon paste and place in a strainer to get
most of the liquid out of it. It will be mushy,
but you don’t want it to drip. Mix the grated
daikon with the yuzu kosho. The yuzu kosho
is quite spicy so you really only need a little
to give the daikon a signiﬁcant kick. Then add
in 2 tablespoons of ponzu and mix.
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Kampachi and Garnishes

• 4 ounces of Kampachi (Japanese Amberjack)
• 1 tablespoon of pink peppercorns
• Small bunch of Kaiware (Japanese radish sprouts)

Piece of kampachi should be rectangular. Slice the kampachi against the grain into super thin slices (as
thin as you can get without it falling apart). You do this by preparing the kampachi as a ﬁlet (essentially a
deboned block). Then expose a cross-section of the ﬁsh at a 45-degree angle. The slices are created by
shaving thin slices off the cross-section of the ﬁsh at the 45-degree angle.
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To Complete
Place three pieces of thinly sliced kampachi on the plate next to each other and
not overlapping. Spread one tablespoon of the grated daikon mixture onto the
slices of ﬁsh. Sprinkle a small amount of radish sprouts and 2-3 pink peppercorns
per slice of ﬁsh on top of the daikon.
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Seared Foie Gras, Maguro & Shiitake Mushroom
with Red Wine Soy Reduction
You’re presented with a thick stack of interleaving
soy/wine/meat/ﬁsh and ﬁsh ﬂavors and textures.
It’s buttery and delicious. It’s as if someone decided
to create the same effect as a perfect stack of
ﬂapjacks drenched with maple syrup and topped
with a large pat of melting butter. But they did it
with completely different ingredients and made
the entire stack ﬁt in your mouth at once. Each
layer is smooth in a different way. Tiny peppery
sparks hit your tongue on the ﬁnish. The red
wine soy reduction is complex, acidic, deep and
delicious. It has a ﬁnish that goes on and on. It’s
not rude to lick the plate clean.

SEARED FOIE GRAS,
MAGURO & SHIITAKE MUSHROOM
WITH RED WINE SOY REDUCTION
X MINUTES preparation, x minutes cooking time, serves 4

SPECIAL INGREDIENTS & EQUIPMENT
mirin
shitake mushrooms
raw foie gras
maguro
grilling basket

Red Wine Soy Reduction
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 cups Cabernet Sauvignon
1/3 cup Aji-Mirin mirin
2 tablespoon Yamasa regular soy sauce
2 shallots
1 medium-sized clove garlic
2 teaspoons unsalted regular butter

Chop the shallot into a ¼ inch dice. Dice the garlic the same way. Heat the butter in a sauce pan
on medium heat until the butter starts to melt.
Add the diced shallots and garlic to the saucepan.
Sauté for 5 minutes until the shallots start to get
brown all over. Gently add the red wine, the mirin, and the soy sauce. Mix and turn the heat up
to high. When the mixture reaches a fast boil it’s
time to light it on ﬁre.
You need to be careful and make sure you have
nothing above or near the boiling pot that could
catch ﬁre. There’s a lot of alcohol in the pot, this
is what’s going to be the fuel for the ﬁre. Gently
tip the pot to let the ﬂame from the gas crawl up
the side of the pot and touch the contents inside
the pot. As soon as the ﬂame touches the contents of the pot, they will light on ﬁre.The ﬁre will
rise up at least a foot in the air in burn for a good
two minutes until the alcohol burns off. Reduce
the heat back down to medium. Let the mixture
continue to cook until it is reduces by half. This
should take about 20 minutes.
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After reduction, pour the mixture through a
strainer to remove the shallot and garlic pieces.
Return the liquid to the sauce pan (now free of
any debris) bring to a boil and then lower the
heat to low, continuing to reduce by another
half. This should take an additional 30 minutes.
The resulting sauce should be somewhat thick.
Don’t try and hurry this part by putting on high
heat or you may burn your sauce. You need
low heat to really get the desired thickness. It
should be a sticky dark sauce like a thin molasses. You should remove the reduction from the
pot (with a spatula) before it cools down or else
it will be near impossible to get it out without
some serious scraping.
This sauce can be made up to a week in advance, and will keep for that long in a covered
container in the fridge. However, it needs to be
served at room temperature, so if you’ve made
it in advance, make sure to leave time for it to
sit outside of the fridge so it can get up to room
temperature.You don’t want to reheat the sauce
if it’s been in the fridge.

Mushrooms, Foie Gras, and Maguro

• 4 large shiitake mushrooms (large size)
• 4 1.5 ounce pieces of raw foie gras
(½ inch thick)
• 4 ounces of maguro
(a traditional sashimi style “block”)
• 1 tablespoons of chive
• pinch of kosher salt
• freshly ground black pepper
• small bowl ﬁlled with water and
several ice cubes (enough to hold and
submerge the entire maguro block)
• grilling basket

Slice the stems off the bottom of the mushrooms so they are ﬂush with the bottom of
the caps. Score the tops of the mushroom
caps with the knife putting 4-5 score marks
parallel to each other on the top of the
mushroom. This is to make it easier to cook
as the mushroom is already pretty thick and
needs to absorb the juices while cooking.
Cut each mushroom cap vertically down the
center so you end up with 2 halves, and a
total of 8 pieces altogether.
Sprinkle a pinch of salt and freshly ground
black pepper on both sides of the maguro
block. Heat up a grilling basket (basically a
hinged wireframe pair of grilling tongs) on
a high gas ﬂame. Leave it there for a couple
of minutes to get it nice and hot and make
sure the ﬁsh doesn’t stick. Place the maguro
on top of the grilling basket on the high gas
ﬂame for 20 seconds on each side.
Once each side has started to discolor you
cannot undercook this. Do not overcook
this beautiful block of ﬁsh. Better underdone
than overdone. You only want the absolute
thinnest “skin” of the block of ﬁsh to be affected by the heat. The rest should look as it
did before cooking. Immediately deposit the
maguro block into the ice bath for 15 minutes.This is to stop it completely from cooking any further. After the ice bath, remove
the maguro, dry it gently by patting a paper
towel onto it, and then slice it against the
grain into rectangles that are ¼-inch thick.
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Heat a very sharp knife over a hot
gas ﬂame. Use that knife (before
it cools off) to slice 4 1.5 ounce
pieces of foie gras. They should
be about ½-inch thick. Score the
foie gras slices on each side with
cross-hatches that are about ¼inch apart. Foie gras is much like
butter in that if you expose it to
too much heat it will simply start
to melt. Take care.

Place the 2 slices of foie gras in
the hot pan. Immediately follow
by placing half the mushrooms
next to the pieces of foie gras
in the same pan. By now 10 seconds should have passed, and it
is already time to ﬂip the pieces
of foie gras.

To Complete
Heat a frying pan until it is very hot
(smokey hot). No oil. While the pan
is heating, sprinkle kosher salt and
freshly ground black pepper on both
sides of the foie gras and shiitake
mushrooms. This next procedure will
happen very fast, and should happen
at the last possible second before the
dish is actually going to be eaten.
You can either do the next steps in
2 parallel pans or do them serially in
the same pan. If you try to put more
than 2 pieces of foie gras in the pan
together there is a danger of them
melting together and turning into
mush.
Place the 2 slices of foie gras in the
hot pan. Immediately follow by placing half the mushrooms next to the
pieces of foie gras in the same pan.
By now 10 seconds should have
passed and it is already time to ﬂip
the pieces of foie gras. Let them cook
on their other side for an additional
10 seconds and remove from the pan
onto paper towels. Continue to cook
the mushrooms in the same pan until they are tender. This should take
about another minute.
While the mushrooms ﬁnish cooking,
cut the pieces of foie gras into halves
so that you end up with ½ thick
roughly squares of foie gras.
Place the two shiitake halves in the
center of the plate next to each other. Place one maguro slice on each
shiitake half. And place one piece of
foie gras on top of each slice of tuna.
Drizzle the red-wine soy reduction
(at room temperature) on top of
each small stack. Don’t overdo it. The
reduction is thick and sticky, but you
don’t want it to overpower. Sprinkle
chopped chives on top.
Serve without delay.
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Matsutake Dobinmushi
Ceremony. Tradition. Simplicity.
This dish makes you feel like you stepped into Japan a century ago. It’s a time machine. Dashi, the
mother sauce of Japanese cooking is the base for this
soup. Thin perfect slices of matsutake are gently but
thoroughly steamed. The ginko nut has a single clean
elemental ﬂavor. The ﬂavor of the nut calms your
mouth down. The broth is almost an austere chicken
soup. But “austere” isn’t quite the right word as this
broth has depth. It’s really the cleanliness of the ﬂavors that’s so striking. After you’ve polished off half
the broth and a bunch of the mushrooms the slice of
ﬁsh is revealed to you. It’s ﬂaky, tender, and again the
word “clean” comes to mind to describe its pure ﬂavor. You start the dish off with a tiny bowl of the piping hot soup, but you spend the entire time carefully
switching between pouring more soup and eating the
contents in the mini-teapot. You want your pacing to
be perfect so you’re left with a big gulp of soup at the
end to wash everything down.
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MATSUTAKE DOBINMUSHI

X MINUTES preparation, x minutes cooking time, serves 4
SPECIAL INGREDIENTS & EQUIPMENT
konbu
mitsuba
katsuobushi
ginko nuts
matsutake mushrooms
dobinmushi pots
suzuki

Dashi

• 8 cups water
• 3 inch square of konbu (dried kelp)
• 100g (3.5 ounces) katsuobushi (dried bonito ﬂakes for dashi), this ends
up being 2 big handfuls as the ﬂakes are light
• 1½ teaspoons kosher salt (to taste. There should be enough so that it
has enough ﬂavor to be a soup but not taste salty.)
• 2 teaspoon usukuchi Yamasa soy sauce (light colored)

Place the water in a pot. The water should be at room temperature. Place the
konbu in the Soak konbu in the water over night.
Heat the water with konbu in it on high heat. Just before the boiling point, remove the konbu. If you boil the konbu it overﬂavors the water. Wait until the
water boils. And then add a small amount (1/4 cup) of cold water to the pot to
stop it from boiling. Immediately add the katsuobushi and remove from the heat.
Don’t mix or you will overpower the mixture. (Note: there are also dried bonito
ﬂakes that are smaller and from a different part of the ﬁsh that are more typically
used for garnish.We are using the larger dashi-speciﬁc ﬂakes.) After removing the
pot with the water and ﬂakes from the heat, let it sit for 10 minutes. Pour the
mixture through a strainer lined with cheesecloth to remove the ﬂakes.Then add
the salt and soy sauce to the mixture.
Dashi is also used later in the Hamachi with Balsamic Teriyaki recipe. These instructions should yield enough broth for both.
Dashi is one of the foundational ingredients in many Japanese dishes. It is as a veal
stock is to many French dishes. And it’s good to always have some around. While
it will last a day in the fridge, this is something that really should be made fresh
every day. And since it’s so easy to make, it shouldn’t be a problem.

Matsutake & Suzuki

• 5 ounces of matsutake mushrooms
• 4 ounces of suzuki (sea bass)
• 1 bunch mitsuba
(Japanese watercress like long-stemmed leaves)
• 4 ginko nuts from a can (fresh is great, but the
season is very short and happens in the early fall)
Slice the bottom sliver of the stem off of the matsutake
mushrooms. Clean the dirt and sand off of the rest of
the mushroom gently with a damp paper towel. Lay the
mushrooms ﬂat with the stem towards you and slice
them vertically into even ¼-inch thin slices.
Slice ﬁsh into slices that are thick enough to be served
as sashimi, roughly ¾ of an inch thick. Chop the mitsuba into 1 inch thick lengths. The stalks are about 10
inches long.You’ll use both the stems and the leaves.

To Complete

• 4 Dobinmushi pots (small ceramic “teapots”
with lids and accompanying small bowls)
• 1 large steamer that can hold all 4 Dobinmushi
pots at once

Fill the steamer with water to below the line of the
colander type insert. Place on high heat.
Place the pieces of ﬁsh, the matsutake slices, the mitsuba, and the ginko nuts into each ceramic Dobinmushi
pot. Fill each pot with 8 ounces of dashi. The dashi
should cover the ingredients in the pot. Place the lid on
each pot and put in the already steaming steamer which
should also be covered for 12 minutes.
Serve with a small “teacup” on the side. When served
the broth should be poured into the cup for drinking,
and then the top can be removed off the pot and the
ﬁsh and mushrooms eaten with chopsticks.
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Dungeness Crab, Frisée, Arugula, and Fuyu Persimmon
Salad with Sesame Vinaigrette
Each ingredient is carefully chosen and
gently combined. A deliberate collection
of generous chunks of persimmon and
even more generous pieces of crab placed
among a diverse set of textures. The
dressing is foundational giving you a mildly
bitter and nutty uniﬁed base on which to
taste the brighter ﬂavors like the fruit and
the pomegranate spikes. It’s gone before you
realize it.

DUNGENESS CRAB, FRISÉE, ARUGULA, & FUYU PERSIMMON
SALAD WITH SESAME VINAIGRETTE
X MINUTES preparation, x minutes cooking time, serves 4
SPECIAL INGREDIENTS & EQUIPMENT
Dungeness crab
sake
shichimi togarashi
fuyu persimmon
pomegranate

Garlic-infused Extra Virgin Olive Oil

Crab

• ½ cup extra virgin olive oil
• 4tipcloves
garlic claw (or a spoon if you
Using the
of theofcrab’s
prefer, but using the crab’s own claw has some
irony to it) remove the meat from the body of the
crab and the claws into separate bowls for later
use. Try to be careful not to destroy the meat (especially from the legs) as you remove it.
•
•
•
•

Large pot
Water
Kosher salt
1 live 1¾ - 2 pound Dungeness crab (this will yield more crab meat than you need for this dish)

Get a large pot that’s big enough to hold enough
water in which to submerge an entire crab without having to smush it. Fill the pot with enough
waster so that once inside the crab will be
completely covered. Add enough kosher salt so
that the water is salty to taste (as you would in
preparing water for pasta). Bring the pot to a
boil with the cover on. Place the live crab in the
boiling water quickly (so it doesn’t suffer unnecessarily). Make sure the crab is completely submerged and bring the water back to a boil.
Continue to boil uncovered for 15 minutes. Flip
the crab periodically so it cooks evenly. You will
know the crab is done cooking as it is turning
red as it cooks. Remove it from the pot and submerge it into an icebath for 10 minutes to stop it

from cooking. Remove the crab from the icebath,
it should be cool enough to handle with your
bare hands.

Slice the cloves thinly and place them in the oil in a
pan. Heat the oil on a low heat for 10-15 minutes
until the garlic has gotten light brown. Remove
from heat, strain to remove garlic, and then place
in a glass container to cool. (The garlic chips can be
used to accent other dishes as you see ﬁt.)

Place your thumbs between the top and bottom half of the crab’s shell at the head. Gently
but ﬁrmly pry the shells apart, revealing the inside of the crab. Remove all the guts and slimy
material and throw it away. Remove the legs
from the body of the crab and split the body in
half using your hands. Place one half in the palm
of your hand on a towel with the spiny semicircle of the body facing out. Use scissors to
cut around the semi-circle splitting it down it’s
thin edge so you end up with two semi-circles
containing the meet.
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Sesame Vinaigrette
•
•
•
•

½ cup white sesame seeds
8 tablespoons nikiri sake (boiled sake)
2 tablespoons Yamasa soy sauce
4 tablespoons Mitsukan rice vinegar

•
•
•
•

1 tablespoon fresh squeezed lemon juice
1 teaspoon honey
kosher salt
shichimi togarashi
(Japanese mixed red ground pepper ﬂakes)

As the crab above is cooling you can start work
on the dressing. Place a frying pan on medium
heat. Let it get hot. Place the sesame seeds in
the pan and spread them evenly and thinly across
the surface of the pan with a spoon. Let them
toast slowly over the heat. Sesame seeds go from
slightly darker than white to burned and unusable in a fraction of a second. You must monitor them closely as they toast in the pan. If you
things are moving too fast, lower the heat and go
more slowly.
On medium heat toasting them to a beautiful
golden brown (with an incredible accompanying
sesame aroma) should take about ten minutes.
When they are appropriately toasted, remove
them immediately from the pan and spread them
out on a ﬂat plate to cool quickly.

When they are not too hot to touch, place them
in a food processor and process until creamy.
This should take about 5 minutes.
Then add 8 tablespoons of nikiri sake (this is sake
which has been boiled so the alcohol has evaporated – you don’t want an alcohol-y taste in your
salad). The sake should be added straight from
the pot in which you boiled it right off the ﬂame.
Add 2 tablespoons of soy sauce, 4 tablespoons of
rice vinegar, 1 tablespoon of lemon juice, and 1
teaspoon of honey. Season with salt and the shichimi togarashi pepper to taste. Note: this dressing is not intended to overwhelm the ingredients
of the salad. The crab and persimmon have their
own delicate ﬂavors that need to come through.
The vinaigrette is a foundational aspect to the
72
dish. Don’t overseason.

To Complete

• 4 oz of crab meat from the body of the crab
• 4 big pieces of crab meat from the crab leg
• 1 frisée
• 2 ounces baby arugula
• 1 fuyu persimmon
• 1 ounce pomegranate seeds
• 1 teaspoon garlic infused extra virgin olive oil

Peel the persimmon and julienne it into little threads.
Mix in the frisee after it has been broken apart along
with the arugula, and the 4 ounces of crab meat from
the body of the crab.Toss gently.Then add enough of
the vinaigrette around the edge of the bowl so after
tossing, the salad contents are evenly covered.
Place some salad in each serving bowl. Place one
piece of crab leg meat on top of each salad. Garnish with some pomegranate seeds, and drizzle a
little bit more sesame vinaigrette on top. Sprinkle
¼-teaspoon of the garlic olive oil on each serving
of the salad.
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Hirame Tempura Stuffed with Uni, Trufﬂe, and Shiso
The pieces of tempura are delicate, like small cylindrical soft boiled eggs dipped
in tempura batter and deep fried. The presentation is simple, and it’s obvious
what to do. Dip the tempura in the sauce with it’s perfect tiny bit of yuzu ﬂavor.
The ﬂavor of the hirame and the uni is suspended in an indescribable edible
construction of tiny fried strands of ﬂour and egg. The mild and barely bitter
uni is a foie-gras-like yolk gem in its center.
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HIRAME TEMPURA STUFFED WITH UNI, TRUFFLE, AND SHISO
X MINUTES preparation, x minutes cooking time, serves 4
SPECIAL INGREDIENTS & EQUIPMENT
live uni (sea urchin)
plastic gloves
hirame (ﬂuke)
shiso leaves
Oregon black trufﬂes
Yuzu juice
tempura ﬂour

Uni

• 1 live uni (sea urchin)
• Plastic gloves

You should wear plastic gloves for this, as the uni contains liquid that will stain your
ﬁngers purple. Using a knife poke holes in the top of the urchin in a circle roughly 2-3
inches in diameter around the center. After a little bit the top should cave in and you
will be able to remove the core of the uni. Pour out whatever loose guts and liquid
you can. Using a spoon scrape from the top to bottom of the inside of the sea urchin
scraping the edible pieces off the walls and moving them into bowl of cold water.
There should be ﬁve orangey rows of clumpy mushy stuff. Clean these gently in the
cold water and remove to a paper towel. If there is some time between when the uni
is ready, and when you’re going to use it in the Hirame roll, put the uni in a covered
container in the fridge. The cold will help give it a more solid consistency.

Hirame
•
•
•
•
•

6 ounces hirame ﬁllet (ﬂuke)
pinch sea salt
2 shiso leaves
4 pieces (1.5 ounces) uni (sea urchin)
4 slices Oregon black trufﬂe

The ﬁlet should be in a rectangle about half an inch high. It
should be more than 6 ounces as you will be cutting on a diagonal. Your goal is to end up with 4 slices that are as thick as
a typical cut of ﬁsh for a piece of ngiri sushi but twice as wide
(about 2 inches by 2 inches). Get these by slicing the ﬁsh with a
sharp long non-serrated knife on a diagonal against the grain.
One at a time follow these procedures with each piece of ﬁsh.
Lay one slice of ﬁsh on a piece of plastic wrap that’s at least
2 inches bigger on each side than the piece of ﬁsh. Do this
on a cutting board that’s on a solid surface. Cover the slice of
ﬁsh with another large piece of plastic wrap. Then pound the
ﬁsh with the bottom of a broad frying pan to ﬂatten it out.
(You shouldn’t need more than 5-10 whacks with the pan to
get the best effect.) The plastic wrap on top is so that the ﬁsh
doesn’t stick to the pan. The plastic wrap on the bottom will
help you roll later. After pounding, the ﬁsh should reach a size
that’s about 125% of its original size (two-and-a-half inches by
two-and-a-half inches). Remove the top layer of plastic wrap.
Sprinkle a little bit of the sea salt on hirame. Place a shiso leaf
ﬂat at the center of the ﬁsh. Place one slice of trufﬂe on top of
the shiso leaf. Place a piece of uni (about ¼ ounce) on top of
the trufﬂe/shiso pile. Then, using the plastic wrap roll the ﬁsh
over it’s contents like a cigar or a maki roll but making sure
to tuck the ends in so the ingredients don’t fall out either end
when you do your frying later. When rolling is complete, twist
the ends of the plastic wrap to seal, much as you would wrap a
piece of candy. Store the wrapped ﬁsh “rolls” in refrigerator for
at least 30 minutes to rest (don’t leave it too much longer in the
fridge, not more than 2 hours or so).

Yuzu Mayonnaise
•
•

2 tablespoons mayonnaise
1 teaspoon yuzu juice

Mix 2 tablespoons of your favorite store-bought mayonnaise with 1 teaspoon of yuzu juice. Yuzu juice
comes in a bottle. Set aside for later.

Tempura
•
•

1/2 cup cold water
1/2 cup tempura ﬂour

Mix the water and ﬂour to a pancake consistency with a gentle whisking motion. Don’t overmix the batter or you will release more gluten and will make the tempura too chewy. Just mix to the point where
the ﬂour is consistently integrated into the mixture. No lumps. If you dip your ﬁnger in the batter and lift
your ﬁnger above the bowl, the batter should drip slowly off your ﬁnger.

To Complete

• Enough rice bran oil to ﬁll your deep
fryer, or the pot you will be frying in

Heat the rice bran oil to 340 degrees. Remove the hirame “rolls” from the refrigerator, as well as from the plastic wrap. They
should remain rolled up after the plastic
wrap is removed. Carefully place the hirame into the batter so it gets completely
covered. And then, raise the batter covered
ﬁsh over the bowl, let any excess drip back
into the bowl, and gently place the batter
dipped ﬁsh roll into the hot oil once it has
achieved the right temperature.
Deep fry the stuffed and battered hirame
for 2-3 minutes. Monitor the ﬁsh in the oil
to make sure it is frying evenly. Try not to
muck with it too much as you don’t want to
wreck it. Make sure that the rolls have not
stuck to the bottom of the fryer by gently
nudging them with the tongs after they’ve
been in the fryer for a bit. But about halfway through you’ll want to ﬂip it carefully
with tongs. Remove onto paper towels to
blot any excess oil. Normally you can tell
that something’s done because it has risen
to the top. In this case you still really want
the contents of the tempura to be medium
rare so you should remove the tempura
from the batter when it has gotten crispy
and barely started to brown, but before it
has risen to the top of the hot oil.
Cut the stuffed hirame into two pieces,
place each piece of ﬁsh on a plate with a
small dollop of the yuzu mayonnaise. Serve
immediately.

Hamachi with Balsamic Teriyaki

Every dish up until now has been
small, delicate. Each one has left
you wanting more. You know more
is coming but you’re not sure how
many, and you can’t tell if there will
be enough to kill your hunger. Then
the Hamachi arrives. It’s a huge bite
of Japan. It has a simple honest truthful ﬁsh ﬂavor. Not shy—no apologies here.
It’s supported by a thick slab of perfectly tender daikon. The traditional
ﬂavors of the core ingredients are
in stark contrast to the Balsamic
teriyaki. Dark and bright in ﬂavor at
the same time. It’s in your face but
doesn’t take away from the ﬁsh. You
start eating this dish and you know the
chef can kick your ass.
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HAMACHI WITH BALSAMIC TERIYAKI
X MINUTES preparation, x minutes cooking time, serves 4
SPECIAL INGREDIENTS & EQUIPMENT
lotus root
konbu
katsuoboshi
rice bran oil
hamachi (yellowtail)
sake
mirin
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Renkon Chips

• 1 piece of lotus root
• enough oil rice bran oil to cover the lotus root slices in the fryer or pan
• pinch of sea salt

Peel the skin off the lotus root. Using a Japanese ceramic slicer slice very thin cross-sections off the bottom of the lotus root.You’ll only need 3 chips per plate (for a total of 12 chips) but you’ll want to make
a few extra. Heat the oil to 340 degrees. Take 20 slices from the lotus root and deep fry them in the rice
bran oil. Fry them for about 2-3 minutes until they are a nice light brown color. Remove the chips carefully from the oil onto paper towels. Sprinkle a small pinch of sea salt over the chips. Let them cool.

Balsamic Reduction

• 1 cup good commercial grade balsamic vinegar

Place the balsamic vinegar into a sauce pan over high heat.When
it starts to simmer, turn the heat down to medium. Reduce the
vinegar to a tenth of its original amount. This will take roughly
30 minutes. As you get down to the last stages you will want to
monitor the heat closely, reducing it to low, so as not to burn the
reduction. Set aside to cool to room temperature.

Dashi

•
•
•
•
•

Daikon

•
•
•
•
•

1 daikon radish
4 cups water
2 tablespoons sushi rice
2 cups dashi
½ teaspoon sea salt

Peel the daikon radish. While the skin is relatively thin, just under the skin the meat of the radish is
tougher than in the center.You want to avoid this entirely. So when peeling take off a good ¼ inch of the
circumference of the radish. Place the peeled radish in front of you lying horizontally, and slice off 4 oneinch thick round slices. Bouncing around in the boiling water the daikon slices’ sharp edges can knock
each other and cause small cracks. Bevel the sharp edges of the daikon slices with a knife to avoid this.
Bring 4 cups of water to a boil in a saucepan. Add 2 tablespoons of sushi rice and the 4 slices of daikon.
Lower the heat to medium. Allow the water, rice, and daikon to simmer uncovered for 15 minutes. This
should get the radish slices tender. Japanese tradition calls for the addition of rice to take some of the
bitter edge off of the daikon slices. When the 15 minutes are up, remove the radish slices into a bowl.
Rinse the slices under running water to remove any of the starch from the rice.
Place 2 cups of dashi and ½ teaspoon of sea salt in a saucepan on medium-high heat and bring to a simmer. When the dashi is simmering place the 4 slices of daikon into the pot. Reduce the heat to low, and
cook the radish in the dashi for 30 minutes uncovered. When the 30 minutes are up, remove the daikon
and dashi into a bowl together. Let the daikon sit in the broth until you’re ready to use it.

8 cups water
3 inch square of konbu (dried kelp)
100g (3.5 ounces) katsuobushi (dried bonito ﬂakes for dashi)
1 teaspoon kosher salt
2 teaspoon usukuchi Yamasa soy sauce (light colored)

Place the water in a pot. The water should be at room temperature. Place the konbu in the Soak konbu
in the water over night.
Heat the water with konbu in it on high heat. Just before the boiling point, remove the konbu. If you boil
the konbu it overﬂavors the water. Wait until the water boils. And then add a small amount (1/4 cup) of
cold water to the pot to stop it from boiling. Immediately add the katsuobushi and remove from the heat.
Don’t mix or you will overpower the mixture. (Note: there are also dried bonito ﬂakes that are smaller
and from a different part of the ﬁsh that are more typically used for garnish.We are using the larger dashispeciﬁc ﬂakes.) After removing the pot with the water and ﬂakes from the heat, let it sit for 10 minutes.
Pour the mixture through a strainer lined with cheesecloth to remove the ﬂakes. Then add the salt and
soy sauce to the mixture.
Dashi is also used earlier in the Matsutaki Dobinmushi recipe. These instructions should yield enough
broth for both.
Dashi is one of the foundational ingredients in many Japanese dishes. It is as a veal stock is to many French
dishes. And it’s good to always have some around. While it will last a day in the fridge, this is something
that really should be made fresh every day. And since it’s so easy to make, it shouldn’t be a problem.
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Hamachi
•
•
•
•
•

1 pound hamachi ﬁlet
1 tablespoon canola oil
¼ cup regular Yamasa soy sauce
¼ cup regular ﬁltered sake
¼ cup Aji-Mirin mirin

Remove the skin from the ﬁlet with a large sharp non-serrated
knife. Slice the ﬁlet into 4 pieces on a slight diagonal against the
grain. Each person should end up with a 4 ounce ¾ inch thick
piece of ﬁsh.
Pour the canola oil into a hot skillet and heat the oil just to the
point before it starts to smoke. Place the hamachi pieces (2 per
pan so they don’t interfere with each other) into the hot oil, and
sear each side. While the ﬁsh is frying, combine the soy sauce,
sake, and mirin in a small bowl and mix with a fork. Flip the ﬁsh
after 2-3 minutes when the bottom has turned a buttery golden
brown. Cook the second side for 1-2 minutes. Carefully drain the
oil from the pan, and introduce the soy sauce mixture into the pan
slowly as not to spatter. Cook for an additional 1-2 minutes just
until the sauce is reduced and has coated both sides. Flipping the
hamachi again to get complete coverage.
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To Complete

• 1 small piece of fresh ginger root
• 1 green onion

Grate the fresh ginger using a ﬁne grater so it results in a
basically a pulpy juice.You will just need a very small pinch of
the juice (½ teaspoon across all 4 plates) as it’s very strong.
Set the pulp/juice aside.
Chop the green onion into one inch lengths. Discard the
mostly white part. Spread and ﬂatten the one inch lengths
perpendicular to yourself. Split them so instead of tubes
they end up like little pieces of scallion paper. Chop them
lengthwise into very thin one-inch long “needles”. Place the
needles in a small bowl of water to rinse the excess onion
juice from them. Leave them there until ready for plating.
If the balsamic reduction has cooled heat it gently using a
double boiler technique by placing a bowl of the sauce in a
pot of boiling water for a few minutes to heat it up and help
make it more ﬂuid.
Remove the daikon slices from the bowl, and set on paper towels to absorb any extra moisture. Score each daikon with an two crossing cuts on one side. These are deep
scores that should be as deep as half the depth of the slice
of daikon itself (roughly ½ inch). This is done so that it’s
easy to break the daikon apart when eating it with chopsticks. Place each daikon slice in the center of a plate with
the score on the bottom. Put one piece of ﬁsh on each
piece of daikon. Spoon the remaining pan sauce over the
hamachi after it’s been plated. Squeeze a pinch of the ginger
pulp such that a very small amount of the ginger juice lands
on top of the hamachi. Don’t let any pulp drop onto the
ﬁsh. The pulp gets thrown away. Drizzle a ½ teaspoon of
balsamic reduction over the top of the ﬁsh. Remove some
green onion “needles” from the bowl onto a paper towel to
dry and sprinkle on top. Place a pair of renkon chips leaning
against the ﬁsh.
Serve immediately.
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Toro Sushi, Three Ways
The most luxurious part of the ﬁsh
is on its way to your mouth in three
different preparations. A deceptively
simple beautifully cut piece of otoro
sitting on a small perch of rice. It’s
wearing a crown of slightly bitter
sour salt crystals and a different ﬂavor of sour from the Yuzu zest. It’s
like a very expensive savory candy.

A hefty dollop of what’s essentially (at least in
your mouth) tuna-ﬂavored butter is the centerpiece of the next piece of sushi. The velvety quail
egg yolk gives you a whole new dimension of silkiness. You can essentially swallow the whole thing
without chewing.
The ﬁnal element, grilled toro brings you back to earth. The creamy tuna
stands in stark and exciting contrast to the almost elemental ﬂavors that
grilling has imbued. Pure essence of wood, and ﬁre, and a touch of charcoal
wrap the tuna and somehow settles your palate into a steady state.

TORO SUSHI, THREE WAYS

X MINUTES preparation, x minutes cooking time, serves 4

SPECIAL INGREDIENTS & EQUIPMENT
Japanese sushi rice
otoro
rice cooker
fresh wasabi
akazu (Japanese red vinegar)
yuzu zest
mirin
nori (seaweed)
konbu
hangiri tub

Sushi Rice
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 cups short grain sushi rice, Tamaki Gold Japonica rice
3 cups water
Japanese rice cooker
4 tablespoons white granulated sugar
½ cup akazu (Japanese red vinegar) or rice vinegar
1 tablespoon sea salt
1 tablespoon Aji-Mirin mirin
1 three-inch square of konbu (giant kelp)
extra-wide ﬂat bowl (hangiri tub)

NOTE: don’t underestimate how hard it is to make perfect sushi rice. To me this is the single hardest thing to
make in this entire cookbook. It requires quite a bit of practice to get the right consistency —not mushy, gloopy,
or too hard, but light, ﬂuffy, and tasty with the right amount of stickiness. I would recommend trying to make
this a few times to get it right.

Wash and rinse the rice several times under cold water in a bowl until the water runs clear.
While rinsing, massage the rice with your hands both to get the excess starch off the rice as
well as to remove any foreign material or dark hulls. Once done let the rice sit in enough water
to cover for 20 minutes.
Cook the rice in a Japanese automatic electric rice cooker with an equal amount of water. (If
you don’t have one of these, get one. They’re a miracle. Mine has “Neuro Fuzzy Logic”.)
While the rice is cooking, combine the vinegar, sugar, salt, mirin, and konbu in a saucepan and
stir over low heat until the sugar and salt are dissolved. Another indication that the mixture is
ready is that the cloudiness will start to dissipate. This should take about 5 minutes. Remove
the pot from the heat as soon as the sugar and salt have dissolved. Also make sure not to let it
boil as it will remove some of the ﬂavor.
This next part is critical. Find the widest ﬂattest wooden bowl you can ﬁnd (wider and ﬂatter
than you think) in which to place the cooked rice. The Japanese make a special “tub” expressly
for this purpose called a hangiri tub. They key is to maximize the surface area so the rice can
cool quickly and evaporate as much liquid as possible in the process. The deeper the rice, the
more opportunity there is for the liquid you’re adding to get stuck in the rice and make it
mushy.You deﬁnitely don’t want that.
Remove the rice from the rice cooker into the hangiri tub (or equivalent). If a little bit of the
rice has gotten brown on the bottom don’t put it into the tub. That rice tastes good, but you
don’t want to use it for sushi rice. Add the vinegar mixture to the rice by pouring it over a
paddle that you move back and forth across the rice in the tub.You do this to get even coverage
of the vinegar. (If you left some rice out because it got brown, you should hold back some of
the vinegar mixture as well).Toss the rice using a rice paddle (a broad ﬂat wooden spoon) using
horizontal and cutting strokes to keep the grains separated. You will likely think you’ve added
too much liquid to the rice. Remember, you are giving the Sushi rice the maximum opportunity
to integrate the vinegar mixture as well as evaporate as much of the liquid as possible and cool
down quickly. Mix for 1 minute and then let it sit for 5 minutes. Using the paddle again, ﬂip the
rice over in chunks and do another minute of the slashing strokes. Do this about 4 times or until the rice has cooled down to slightly warmer than body temperature. The rice is now done.
If you’re not using the sushi rice immediately, cover it with a damp cloth to keep it from drying
out. Vinegared rice should be eaten the same day it is prepared, it does not keep more than
one day and it should not be refrigerated.
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Toro

• 1/2 pound otoro (the highest quality blueﬁn tuna belly)

Slice 8 ngiri size slices against the grain from the otoro “brick”. Each should be just under ¼ inch
thick. This should leave about half of the otoro remaining for later.

Fresh Wasabi

• 1 piece of fresh wasabi

Grate the root to create a small mound of freshly grated wasabi for later use.
You can use powdered if you can’t ﬁnd fresh, but there is really no comparison
in ﬂavor.The fresh has a juicy, granular texture, and complex (more subtle) ﬂavor
that the powdered stuff can’t compare to.

Toro Sushi
•
•
•
•

Approximately 4 tablespoons cooked sushi rice
4 slices otoro
pinch of Hawaiian sea salt
1 teaspoon Yuzu zest
(you can buy this frozen out of season)

Wet your palms and your ﬁngertips so the rice doesn’t
stick to them. Place 1 and ¼ tablespoons of the sushi rice
into the palm of your non-writing hand. This should be like
an under-sized golf ball. Through a combination of gently
squeezing that hand and patting the rice ball with your index and middle ﬁngers from your other hand, form the rice
into a slightly compacted cylinder of rice. Don’t squeeze
too hard as you will smush the rice grains. And don’t think
the rice has to be so stuck together as to survive a nuclear
warhead. It’s counter-intuitive, but the gentler you are with
the rice ball in your hand, the more it will hang together,
and form into a beautiful foundation for the ﬁsh. Strangely,
the more pressure you apply, the more the rice starts to
fall apart.
Pick up the ﬁsh with your other hand and place it in your
palm. From the hand holding the rice ball, dip the tip of
your index ﬁnger into the freshly grated wasabi and put a
light smear on the exposed surface of the ﬁsh. Then place
the rice ball on top of the wasabi stripe so you end up with
an upside down piece of sushi in your writing hand.
Gently squeezing and tapping with two ﬁngers, coax the
ﬁsh and rice into one cohesive unit bonded together
through the wasabi. Place the piece of ngiri sushi on the
plate on which it will be served. Sprinkle a tiny touch of the
Hawaiian sea salt and yuzu zest on top of the surface of
the ﬁsh.
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Negi Toro Gunkan Maki
•
•
•
•
•

unsliced otoro (approximately 3 ounces)
1 green onion
1 sheet nori (seaweed)
4 quail eggs
1 teaspoon regular Yamasa soy sauce

Using a large non-serrate knife chop the remaining otoro
into tiny tiny bits. It essentially should turn to mush (a delicious mush). Chop the green onion also into a super small
dice. Mix the green onion bits with the chopped otoro. So
far the meal hasn’t required soy sauce for any dipping. Rather than requiring
Nori is sold in the market in sheets. Place the sheet vertically in front of you. Slice off 1 inch off the edge so the sheet
is about 5 ½ inches wide. Rotate the sheet 90 degrees and
slice off four 1 inch by 5 ½ inch strips. You’ll be left with
some extra nori.
Using the just a touch more rice than you did before for the
Toro Sushi, make a rice ball using the very same technique.
Place the rice ball on the cutting board in front of you, rub
a small smear of wasabi on top of the rice ball. Take one
strip of nori and wrap it around the edge of the rice ball
making in effect a cup where the rice is the thick bottom of
the cup, and the nori acts as the sides of the cup. The rice
in the middle should have kept the nori sticking to it so it
doesn’t unravel. Gently ﬂatten the rice ball inside the nori
with your thumb. Spoon 1 ½ teaspoons of the otoro/green
onion mixture into the cup. Using the tip of your index ﬁnger make a small depression in the top of the pile of tuna.
Crack the quail eggs separating out the yolks. Place one yolk
in the depression at the top of each spoonful of otoro.
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Aburi Toro Sushi
•
•
•
•
•

9 tablespoons cooked sushi rice
4 slices otoro
1 tablespoon regular ﬁltered sake
2 tablespoons regular Yamasa soy sauce
grilling basket (hinged wireframe grilling tongs)

Mix the sake and soy sauce in a small bowl. Marinate 4 slices of toro in the
sake/soy mixture for 1 minute. Heat the grilling basket over a high gas ﬂame
so that the ﬁsh won’t stick to it.
Place the slices of toro on the wire mesh of the basket and place over high
ﬂames from either a grill or a gas stove for 10 seconds and not a second
longer. Do this only on one side of the slices. Remove the slices quickly but
carefully from the tongs onto a paper towel brieﬂy to absorb any excess
marinade.
Using the instructions from the toro sushi, make each slice of grilled tuna
into a piece of ngiri sushi with the grilled side up. Place immediately onto
the serving dish.

To Complete
Serve as quickly as you can.The magic of the Aburi Toro Sushi evaporates as it cools down.

Plum Wine Fruit Gratin
Fruit, butter, sugar, ice cream, alcohol, and heat. Not a bad place to start. The plum
wine gives the dish vanilla-like qualities, an alcohol roundness and warmth that permeates the dish. It’s a Japanese clafoutis. The diversity of fruit chunks blend into the
creamy landscape dotted with caramel islands of burnt goodness. The dish is beguiling
in that the sweet cream and fruit has a “grownup” ﬂavor, a depth from the wine and the
perfect balance of ingredients.

PLUM WINE FRUIT GRATIN

X MINUTES preparation, x minutes cooking time, serves 4
SPECIAL INGREDIENTS & EQUIPMENT
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Plum Wine Sauce

• 4 egg yolks
• ¾ cup white granulated sugar
• ¾ cup Choya plum wine

Place the egg yolks and the sugar in a bowl.Whisk vigorously for 2-3 minutes
until you get to a thick consistency. Combine the mixture with the plum
wine in the bowl. Mix well and then pour into a saucepan. Heat gently over
a low heat while continuing to mix in the pan with a whisk. Keep stirring
until the sauce thickens. Be careful not to overcook or you’ll end up with
scrambled eggs. When the sauce has thickened pour it immediately through
a sieve into a stainless steel bowl. The strainer is to eliminate any chunks.
Place the stainless steel bowl immediately into an ice bath to prevent overcooking. Remember, there are egg yolks in the sauce and if it overcooks you
could end up with scrambled eggs. If the mixture doesn’t cool down fast
enough put an ice cube directly in the sauce.
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Fruit

•
•
•
•
•

8 strawberries
2 kiwis
1 mango
1 orange
1 bunch of red seedless grapes

Slice the fruit as you would for a fruit salad but not too small.
You want the fruit to ﬁt in your mouth easily but still be nice
and chunky (we’re not making a soup). Mix the fruit, and place
enough in each of four mini-casserole dishes to cover the bottom and be ½ inch deep. Spoon 3 tablespoons of the plum
wine sauce over the top of the layer of fruit in each dish. Each
of these mini-casserole dishes are individual servings.
Place the mini-casserole dishes in a salamander and broil until
the sauce turns light brown in color. This should take about
2-3 minutes.The point of using a salamander is to get the heating elements very close to the surface of the dish. If you don’t
have one you can try putting your oven rack on the top level
and setting to broil. You can also cook the dish for a couple
of minutes in the oven, and then ﬁnish it with a blowtorch to
properly caramelize the sauce and surface.
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To Complete

• 4 scoops of Lindsay’s vanilla ice cream (or your favorite)
• 4 sprigs of mint

As soon as the mini-casserole dishes are sufﬁciently cooked, place
one scoop of vanilla ice cream on top of the fruit. Garnish with a
spring of mint.
One of the major qualities of this dish is the combination of the
hot fruit and sauce mixing with the cold ice cream in the mouth.
It’s important to serve this very quickly before the ice cream gets a
chance to melt.

THE MAKING OF AUTUMN OMAKASE

12 months preparation, hundreds of hours cooking time, serves everyone
What right do a bunch of amateurs have creating a cookbook? Even when a
world class chef like Tatsu Nishino is providing the recipes and the inspiration? Well, essentially none. But that didn’t stop us.
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Nam aliquet risus ut nibh. Ut
pharetra nibh vel neque. Nunc felis ante, accumsan sit amet, tempus nec, luctus ut, leo.
Donec lobortis aliquet enim. Maecenas risus quam, lobortis in, gravida vitae, scelerisque
ornare, pede. Vivamus ultrices libero id libero. Vestibulum adipiscing luctus nibh. Praesent lobortis massa eget risus. Donec velit massa, dignissim eget, suscipit hendrerit, cursus sed, lorem. Vestibulum mauris. Nulla aliquam lorem eget justo. Quisque non leo vel
odio pulvinar dignissim. Sed vel sapien pretium odio condimentum imperdiet. Quisque

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Ut purus nisl, mattis a, imperdiet sit amet, bibendum quis, elit. Aliquam feugiat massa id dui. Cras
dignissim. In auctor fringilla neque. Proin vel tellus ac arcu placerat tristique. Proin orci eros, tincidunt a, fringilla et, tempor quis, velit. Nam turpis purus,
facilisis eget, consequat id, sodales sit amet, odio. Etiam id massa. Aliquam iaculis ipsum ut turpis. Sed vitae odio eu eros vulputate commodo. Fusce pellentesque molestie risus. We hope you enjoy it as much as we enjoyed making it.
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a tastingmenu creation
New cookbooks arrive every day.
Every hour. This is something different. This is something special.
One brilliant chef. Likely not someone you know. One who cooks
meals in his own restaurant every
day. One tasting menu. Eight recipes. One hundred-twenty six pages
of obsessive detail. 342 gorgeous
photos of every step, not just of
the ﬁnal dish. Read it. Cook from
it. Cherish it. Keep it in a safe place
so nobody steals it.

